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Abstract: The Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) has been an important driver for 
progress in monitoring and assessment of impulsive underwater noise in the marine environment 
of the European Union. An important achievement of the MSFD implementation was the 
development of regional noise registries, providing the data basis for assessments. Recently, the EU 
has made tremendous efforts to propose harmonized assessment approaches and first-of-their-kind 
regional quantitative thresholds for impulsive underwater noise. In light of these newly developed 
thresholds values, we analyze the suitability of the available data in the noise registries for 
assessment purposes under the MSFD and review sources of uncertainties regarding quantitative 
results. We present three regional case studies located in the North Sea, the Baltic Sea and the 
Mediterranean Sea. For each of these regions, a sound-intensive activity was selected that aligned 
with a realistic impulsive noise event reported for the region. We made use of available data in the 
noise registries and applied the EU Guidance recommended for the description of impulsive noise 
sources, but also used alternative approaches and observations as comparison. The case study 
analysis includes the evaluation of data availability, data quality and data accuracy in the noise 
registries, and identifies corresponding consequences of the data for the uncertainty and 
interpretability of assessment results, especially for the quantitative evaluation of habitat areas 
impacted by noise. Finally, we make suggestions for the improvement of the data basis in the noise 
registries and the optimization of the assessment accuracy. 

Keywords: impulsive underwater noise assessment; regional case studies; impulsive noise registry; 
Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) 
 

1. Introduction 
The impact of underwater noise on the marine environment has long been 

recognized as a significant risk to many habitats and their inhabiting species, especially 
with regard to intensive impulsive noise generating activities, most of which are already 
regulated within the European Union (EU) and other parts of the world. For EU Member 
States, the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) promotes a sustainable use of 
the seas by requiring member states to achieve and maintain Good Environmental Status 
(GES). The EU acknowledged the importance of addressing the consequences of 
underwater noise input into the marine environment by including underwater noise as a 
specific descriptor for determining Good Environmental Status. The clear objective of the 
MSFD of introducing EU-wide threshold values on underwater noise for both impulsive 
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and continuous noise served as a driver for the elaboration of the quantitative threshold 
values and the assessment framework for immediate implementation within all EU 
regions and sub-regions as adopted at EU-level at the end of 2022. 

The focus of these newly established quantitative threshold values for impulsive 
underwater noise (low- and mid-frequency impulsive sounds, i.e., of short duration) 
under the MSFD lies on the maximum allowed proportion of an assessed habitat area that 
is affected or made unavailable due to disturbances by impulsive noise for both short and 
long-term exposure periods. This requires a determination of the spatial and temporal 
extent of noise exposure in habitats. Quantitative regional assessments under the EU 
MSFD are expected to make use of units of measurements as defined in criterion D11C1 
of Commission Decision 2017 [1], given by the number of days per quarter (or per month 
if appropriate) with impulsive sound sources and the proportion (percentage) of unit 
areas or extent in square kilometres (km2) of assessment area with impulsive sound 
sources per year. For the comprehensive application of these newly established EU 
threshold values, the main causes for variations in the determined quantities which are to 
be assessed against quantitative threshold values must be understood. 

The determination of disturbed habitat under the MSFD is based on biological 
criteria, i.e., species- or habitat-specific noise threshold levels. For this reason, mapping 
and quantifying habitat areas impacted by individual or cumulative impulsive noise 
sources as accurately as possible is essential for a reliable assessment result. For the 
estimation of the cumulative disturbed habitat areas, precise physical information about 
the noise source and its source location is needed, as well as sufficiently precise 
environmental information (e.g., oceanographic, geophysical, meteorological) for the 
estimation of the sound propagation. Only after these two prerequisites have been met is 
there a reliable basis for determining sound exposure at any given location. An assessment 
of sound impact on the marine environment can then be conducted using bioacoustics 
criteria. In three test cases presented in this study, uncertainties of the input data from the 
noise registries are investigated. The biological assessment basis as well as the modelling 
of sound propagation, which represent another source of uncertainty for assessment 
results, are not examined here. 

As part of the implementation of the MSFD, regional noise inventories were 
established, with the cooperation of EU Member States and regional marine conventions 
since 2015, forming the common data basis across regions for the assessment of Good 
Environmental Status in relation to impulsive underwater noise. The data structure of 
these regional noise inventories was largely determined by the scientific guidance of the 
Technical Group on Underwater Noise (TG Noise). This group was established in relation 
to the Marine Strategy Framework Directive 2008/56/EC (MSFD) by the Directorate-
General for the Environment (DG ENV) in 2010 and currently works under the direct 
mandate of the Marine Strategy Coordination group (MSCG). The group‘s work 
programme includes advice on monitoring and assessment methodologies and on the 
setting of threshold values as required by Commission Decision 2017/848/EU. The 
objectives for the establishment of the noise registries were, on the one hand, that 
technically relevant information on noise events would be collected, and, on the other 
hand, that by setting the lowest possible hurdles for reporting data, the highest possible 
participation of EU member states in this monitoring would be achieved. Hence, one of 
the most important successes of the introduction of regional noise registries was a 
transparent documentation of recorded anthropogenic underwater impulsive noise 
events in the EU marine areas, thus raising awareness of the cumulative risks of 
underwater impulsive noise for the marine environment. Since their implementation, the 
noise registries served to create a uniform and comparable basis for the collection of 
information on underwater impulsive noise events. 

In order to reduce the minimum reporting requirements as much as possible and 
thereby motivate the most complete reporting of noise events, the TG Noise further 
recommended to provide the option of not reporting precise sound pressure levels, but to 
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allow the use of specific noise level classes instead, which facilitates the reporting and 
allows for not disclosing sensitive and detailed information [2]. Unfortunately, this option 
has been adopted by Member States as the commonly used format for reporting events to 
noise registries. Therefore, the available information on sound levels usually does not go 
beyond the indication of level classes. 

Current studies on the impact of underwater noise carried out within the framework 
of national Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) are often very comprehensive and 
detailed, require high-quality data and often rely on results from in situ measurements. 
For the regional assessment under the MSFD, such extensive data are neither available 
and published in the regional noise registries, nor collected nationally in a standardized 
manner in all cases. Furthermore, a similar level of detail as for EIA seems inappropriate 
and infeasible for large-scale and long-term regional assessments subjected to the MSFD. 

Nevertheless, the accuracy and quality of input data also plays an important role for 
the regional assessment of activity-related underwater impulsive noise emissions and the 
sound propagation into the marine environment. In light of the upcoming quantitative 
assessments for impulsive noise, urgent questions have to be addressed including the 
following: (1) Whether the existing database allows an assessment to be conducted for all 
EU marine regions for the current MSFD cycle? (2) What gaps exist in data coverage and 
what uncertainties arise based on the current data? (3) How to adjust at this stage to 
optimize the basis for the next cycle? (4) How to deal with insufficient data/degree of detail 
in the medium- and long-term to optimize the comparability and informative value of the 
assessments? 

Here, we examine these issues using three highly relevant case studies for the 
assessment of impulsive underwater noise emanating from some of the most common 
and intense impulsive noise generating activities in Europe as recorded in the regional 
noise registries. We use the data available in the respective noise registries and apply 
recommendations of the TG Noise Monitoring Guidance 2014 [2–4] for the assessment of 
different impulsive noise generating activities. 

In addition to a regional perspective of each of the three case studies, a specific technical 
focus was given to unique challenges of quantitative assessments. We examined (1) the 
uncertainty in deriving the exposed area due to source levels being provided in the form of 
level categories instead of precise values (case study in the North Sea), (2) the uncertainty in 
the derived exposed area due to source levels being provided with insufficiently 
representative metrics (case study in the Baltic Sea) and (3) the uncertainty in the assessment 
result for deriving noise impacts for noise events that are not included in the registry (case 
study in the Mediterranean Sea). Currently, such data gaps pose a particular challenge for 
existing registries regarding their role as data sources for quantitative assessments. 

2. Materials and Methods 
In this section, (1) the extent of information regarding impulsive noise events 

reported to the regional noise registries available for this study is briefly summarized, (2) 
the concept for the classification of source levels of reported impulsive noise events as 
proposed in the EU TG Noise technical guidance is reviewed and (3) the scope of the case 
studies is described. 

2.1. Data Basis Available from Noise Registries 
To analyze the extent and structure of assessment input data available in regional 

noise registries, we downloaded data from three publicly available regional databases that 
currently hold datasets on impulsive underwater noise. These databases were the ICES 
(International Council for the Exploration of the Sea) noise registry [5], containing 
impulsive noise data for the regions of OSPAR (Convention for the Protection of the 
Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic) and HELCOM (Commission for the 
Protection of the Baltic Marine Environment); the INR-MED noise registry, which has 
been developed under the QUIETMED project [6], containing impulsive noise data for the 
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Mediterranean Sea region; and the EMODnet Physics European Impulsive Noise Events 
Registry [7], containing subsets of data from different regions. 

The impulsive noise events in the datasets downloaded from the platforms described 
above contain multiple parameters, such as information on the position and date of oc-
currence of an impulsive noise event, the type of noise generating activity causing the 
event and information about the source strength. 

Importantly, the description of impulsive noise events within and between the re-
gional datasets differs in terms of the resolution of spatial information on the source. The 
spatial information about the source position is defined either as a geographical point or 
by a rectangular polygon (also referred to as a grid cell). The size of the polygons is vari-
able. For example, datasets in INR-MED contain rectangles of approximately 55 × 55 km 
in size, while EMODnet and ICES datasets use ICES statistical sub-rectangles with sizes 
of about 18 × 25 km (10′ lat × 20′ lon). Additionally, the ICES dataset contains rectangles 
of about 11 × 18.5 km in size. To indicate the spatial position of a noise event, it can be 
associated with such a predefined rectangle. This distributes the exact position of impul-
sive noise sources. While datasets retrieved from ICES and INR-MED provide information 
on source locations as geographic points and polygons, those retrieved from EMODnet 
provide information on source locations in the form of polygons only. 

The time of the event occurrence is often indicated by a start and an end date with a 
temporal resolution of one day. A record may additionally contain the duration of the 
event with a temporal resolution of one second. The most simplistic temporal description 
used in the datasets specifies only the number of days per year containing impulsive noise 
events. In this case, a daily, monthly or quarterly assessment time scale is not possible. 

The source strength of a noise event is described by different parameters depending 
on the dataset, such as the following: 
1. The value code category: a number/category describing the noise source strength, 

e.g., EMODnet: 0–4; ICES, INR-MED: very low, low, medium, high, very high; 
2. The source event type: a text describing the noise generating activity (e.g., explosion, 

airgun array, pile driving, etc.); 
3. The application of technical noise abatement: a description if technical noise abate-

ment was applied and, if yes, which technical solution was used. 
The dataset retrieved from INR-MED and ICES included information on all three pa-

rameters, while EMODnet included information on the parameter of value code category 
only. 

In the present work, the focus lies on the analysis of the available data downloaded 
from the regional databases. When utilizing these datasets for the purpose of regional 
quantitative assessments in combination with threshold values, it is important to bear in 
mind that available datasets represent only the reported amount of noise events within 
the different regions. The amount of unreported noise events may be significantly higher 
than the amount included in the datasets. Moreover, the available data do not allow for 
estimating of the number of missing events. Figure 1 summarizes the data completeness 
of parameters regarding the source event and the value code in the regional datasets re-
trieved for this study. The maximum data completeness with respect to the source event 
parameter is 100% for all regional datasets of databases containing this parameter (i.e., 
ICES and INR-MED). EMODnet does not include any information on the source event. 
The data completeness of parameters in relation to the value code category varies from 
approx. 80% to 100%. Some of the missing value code entries likely arise from noise events 
related to military operations, where this information was deliberated omitted. Other en-
tries are missing for unknown reasons. 
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Figure 1. Completeness of available data regarding the parameter source event type (blue) and val-
ues code type (orange) as percentage of present/missing entries, provided for the different regional 
datasets. 

For more than 20% of the available data in the ICES dataset, no information about the 
value code category is available. Further, numerous events are only associated with the 
source information of the polygon type. Exact source levels were only available in rare 
cases. Furthermore, there is no information about the spectral distribution of the sources, 
which, however, have a significant influence on sound propagation. For a more detailed 
overview of the available information in the regional datasets regarding the source 
strength, the number of reported impulsive noise events associated with value codes was 
calculated for each year in the period between 2008 and 2019. The results of the statistical 
evaluation of the available information on the value code categories describing the source 
strength of impulsive noise events for all three regional datasets are shown in Figure A1 
– A3 in Appendix A. 

2.2. Review of the Classification of Source Levels According to EU TG Noise Guidance 
In the following, the concept for the classification of source levels of reported impul-

sive noise events as proposed in technical guidance from the EU is summarized and re-
viewed. The current classification and categorization of noise sources proposed by the EU 
TG Noise [2–4] and implemented in the structure of the regional noise registries is sum-
marized in Tables 1 and 2. Three overall noise type categories are distinguished as detailed 
in Table 1: (1) multiple impulsive noise events such as those produced by pile driving and 
air guns; (2) single events such as explosions; and (3) continuous sound events such as 
sonars. Five noise generating activity types were distinguished for reporting purposes, 
and different physical quantities were defined for practical reporting, as described in Ta-
ble 2. 
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Table 1. Categorization of specific source levels (energy source level ESL (dB) re 1 µPa2m2s (single 
events) and source level re 1 µPa2m2) into classes proposed by TG Noise with data from [3]. Source 
levels were retrieved from received levels of sound exposure level (SEL) and sound pressure level 
(SPL) at a distance of 1000 m, with a propagation loss of 46 dB (shallow water). 

Value Code 
Category 

ESL [dB] 
re 1 µPa2m2s 

Multiple 
Impulsive Source 

ESL re 1 µPa2m2s  
Single 

Impulsive Source 

SL dB re 1 µPa2m2  
Non-Pulse/Continu-

ous Sounds 

Very low 186–210 210–234 176–200 
Low 211–220 235–244 201–210 

Medium 221–230 245–254 211–220 
High 230 255–264 221 

Very high  265    

Table 2. Categorization of specific source levels and associated physical quantities into classes as 
proposed by TG Noise with data from [2]. 

Value Code 
Category 

ESL [dB] re 1 
µPa2m2s  

Generic Explic-
itly Impulsive 

Source 

SL [dB] re 1 
µPa2m2 

Sonar or Acoustic 
Deterrents 

SLzp [dB] re 1 
µPa2m2 

Airgun Arrays 
(Zero to Peak 
Source Level) 

Explosions [eq. 
TNT Charge 

Mass kg] 

Pile Driving 
[hammer en-

ergy MJ] 

Very low 186–210 176–200 209–233 0.008–0.210 - 0.28 
Low 211–220 201–210 234–243 0.220–2.1 0.29–2.80 

Medium 221–230 211–220 244–253 2.11–21 2.81–28 
High 230 220 253 22 –210 28 

Very high    210  

The value code categories have lower and upper class boundaries, which are not 
evenly distributed. Therefore, the class sizes vary from 24 dB ranges to 10 dB ranges. Ac-
cording to the classification described in [4,8,9], an event with a SEL of 140 dB re 1 µPa2s 
to 164 dB re 1 µPa2s for a multiple impulsive source and an event with a SEL of 164 dB re 
1 µPa2s to 188 dB re 1 µPa2s for a single impulsive source (explosion) are both categorized 
in the value code category “very low”. When comparing reported events of different 
source types with each other, the metrics and thresholds vary even within the same value 
code category. Therefore, weighting (depending on the duration and intensity of the 
source event) is implicitly applied at this stage, even without considering any regional or 
species-related weighting criteria. 

For the assessment of multiple impulsive source events and non-pulse sounds, the 
biological threshold values above, which include impulsive noise sources in the noise reg-
istry and correspond to the lowermost value code categories, were derived from studies 
on the onset of disturbance in marine mammals. For explosions, the onset of TTS in marine 
mammals was considered as the biological threshold value above which impulsive noise 
sources are included in the noise registry. 

The threshold values considered as the basis for the inclusion of events into the noise 
registry were defined so as to apply to a location at a distance of 1000 m to the source, and 
were then converted to a monopole energy source level with a propagation loss (valid for 
shallow water) of 46 dB, as listed in Table 1. The monopole energy source level, also called 
energy source level or sound exposure source level re 1 µPa2m2s, is equal to the sound 
exposure level re 1 µPa2s in a specified direction at a distance of 1 m from a hypothetical 
point source located in a (hypothetical) infinite, uniform, lossless medium, as described 
in ISO 18405 [10]. 

It is worth recalling that the basis for the classification of sound sources should cor-
respond to a monopole sound source level according to the Commission Decision of 2017 
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[1]. It is important to note that there are no national or international standards describing 
how to determine a monopole sound source level from underwater measurements. There-
fore, it must be assumed that the classification (Tables 1 and 2) is subject to additional 
uncertainties, the degree of which cannot be estimated. 

For pile driving noise, the TG Noise has developed a first revision proposal that al-
lows the use of in situ measurement data for the classification of noise events [11,12]. Table 
3 shows the classification of source levels into the proposed noise class revision based on 
in situ measurements of SEL, Lp,pk (zero-to-peak sound pressure level) or hammer en-
ergy. The value type classification according to Table 3 was used for the analysis of un-
certainties in this case study. 

Due to the established databases providing the possibility of using reported in situ 
measurement data, the application of technical noise abatement measures can be used for 
the purpose of event value code categorisation. An international standard for these in situ 
measurements is available in ISO 18406 [13]. 

Table 3. Revised categorization of specific source levels for pile driving events into classes as pro-
posed by TG Noise as adapted from [11], with permission from Müller et al., 2020. 

Value Code Cate-
gory 

Pile Driving [kJ] Classes  
(Revised) 

SEL (750 m) 
dB re 1µPa2s 

Lp,pk (750 m)  
dB re 1 µPa2s 

Very low 0.25–28 A 141–161 163–183 
Low 29–280 B 162–171 184–193 

Medium 290–2800 C 172–181 194–203 
High  2900–28,000 D 182–191 204–213 

Very high 29,000– E 192– 214– 

2.3. Scope of the Case Studies 
For the North Sea region, pile driving activities were studied as a test case scenario 

for a regional assessment of impulsive underwater noise. Particularly because of ambi-
tious expansion targets for renewable energies in many marine regions of the European 
Union, these noise events are among the most frequent ones that occurred in the past and 
will occur in the coming years. For this construction technique, long steel piles are driven 
into the seabed by repeated hammer blows to support offshore structures. The impulsive 
noise induced in the water column and seabed is an unintended side effect of this con-
struction activity. These acoustic emissions are known to reach levels that may cause not 
only disturbance but also injury to several marine species over considerable large areas. 
The technical focus for the North Sea pile driving case study was to evaluate uncertainties 
to be expected when determining exposed areas based on the data available in noise reg-
istries, and to identify and develop proposals to reduce these uncertainties. This technical 
focus was identified as highly relevant with respect to the quantitative regional evaluation 
of fractions of habitats that exceed a tolerable noise exposure condition (e.g., to assess the 
compliance with threshold values as required on EU level). Although results in this sub-
section relate to a pile driving event in the North Sea, the general findings apply to all 
marine regions and noise sources. 

For the Baltic Sea region, an underwater explosion event was selected as a test case 
scenario. Due to the presence of munitions waste in the seas, among other factors, explo-
sion incidents are unfortunately still a common type of impulsive noise event, with a high 
potential for damage to the marine environment. Furthermore, the prediction of noise 
emissions from explosion events is complex and the quantitative estimation of the impul-
sive noise depends on numerous factors. Hence, the technical focus for the Baltic Sea ex-
plosion case study was placed on the (spectral) description of the source as input data for 
the evaluation of effect ranges and exposed habitat areas. An important target for this case 
study was to propose a pragmatic description of the source that nevertheless realistically 
represents sound emissions in this test case and provides the opportunity for a measure-
ment-based verification. 
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For the Mediterranean Sea region, a seismic airgun survey was selected as a test case 
scenario. For the regional assessment of impulsive sound in the Mediterranean Sea, not 
only does the high complexity of the ocean environment have to be taken into account, 
but also the large number of sound-sensitive species and their variable habitats. The tech-
nical focus of this case study was on the procedure of combining physical and biological 
input data in the form of habitat areas, thus moving from exposed area to exposed habitat, 
as well as the presence of data gaps in the noise registry. 

3. Results 
In these subsections, an analysis of the current data content of regional noise regis-

tries is presented and potential uncertainties in the determination of the exposed area due 
to the structure and extent of the input data are illustrated by means of the case studies. 

3.1. Case Study: Pile Driving Activities in the North Sea 
We recall that information on the source level of impulsive noise from pile driving is 

reported according to the value code categories as described in Tables 1–3. We define our 
case study event to represent a hypothetical pile driving event in the North Sea reported 
with a value code category of “low”, corresponding to a SEL of 162–171 dB re 1µPa2s in a 
distance of 750 m from the source location (cf. Table 3). 

The propagation loss versus distance for our hypothetical pile driving event in the 
North Sea reported with a value code category of “low” was estimated using the fre-
quency dependent transmission loss (TL) equations empirically derived for different re-
gions of the North Sea by Thiele and Schellstede [14], which can be written as follows: 𝑇𝐿 = (16.07 + 0.185 𝐹)(log(𝑅) + 3 ) + (0.174 + 0.046 𝐹 + 0.005 𝐹 ) 𝑅. (1) 

Here, R denotes the distance to the source in kilometers and the logarithm of the 
frequency grid point is given by F = 10 log10(𝑓/1000) with the frequency 𝑓 in Hertz. Results 
for the propagation loss versus distance are depicted in Figure 2, with the propagation 
loss curve corresponding to the upper bound in green and to the lower bound in blue, 
respectively, in the range defined for the value code category “low”. As additional criteria 
for the estimation of the exposed area due to our event, we defined a significance thresh-
old value as SEL of 140 dB re 1µPa2s, which determined which area was interpreted as 
being adversely affected. This significance threshold was applied in this study, as it was 
used to define the lowermost biological relevance limit of event source strength, which 
has to be reported to the regional noise registries (TG Noise Guidance Part 2 and 3) [3,4]. 
This lowermost biological relevance limit was derived from results on the noise sensitivity 
of the Harbour Porpoise (Phocoena phocoena). 
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Figure 2. Influence on the propagation range of noise levels to fall below certain thresholds (SEL 
140 dB re 1µPa2s), based on the source intensity difference implied due to the value code classifica-
tion. The transmission loss was calculated with formula (1). 

The propagation distance to reach SEL of 140 dB varies between 15.7 km (for the 
initial value of 162 dB) and 34.8 km, which implies a difference of 19.1 km of uncertainty 
within the same class. When using the value code categories to determine the exposed 
area, large uncertainties occur due to the class ranges. 

Figure 3 shows the distances to reach a threshold of 140 dB for all value classes of 
impact pile driving. It is directly evident that considerable uncertainty exists in determin-
ing the exposed area when information on noise classes is not available. However, even 
when information on noise classes is available, uncertainty in the exposed areas deter-
mined can be relevant, as summarized in Figure 4 and Table 4. 

 
Figure 3. Propagation radius range of exceedance of an SEL of 140 dB re 1 µPa2s for different value 
code classes (pile driving). The transmission loss was calculated with formula (1). 
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Figure 4. Exposed area (MPA Southern North Sea) of interest depending on value code class. 

Table 4. Percentage of exposed area (MPA Southern North Sea) of interest as shown in Figure 4 and 
depending on value code category. 

Value Code Category Exposed Area 
Very low 0% 

Low 0.84% 
Medium 6.65%  

High  18.69%  
Very high - 

Further, we quantified realistic uncertainties resulting from the available information 
on source locations. Data to the ICES Noise Registry can be reported using the exact loca-
tion of an impulsive noise event (coordinates) or an attribution to corresponding geo-
graphic polygons, such as ICES Sub rectangle or UK License Block [5]. The exact source 
position of pile driving events is commonly reported to noise registries. However, the 
following analysis is also representative for uncertainties in source locations for other 
event types. Modelling of sound propagation based on source coordinates using impact 
areas or propagation formulas results in an accurately derived exposed area, apart from 
uncertainties in the propagation calculation itself. Events reported as ICES sub-rectangles 
(approximately 18 km × 25 km in size) or UK license blocks do not provide information 
on the exact location. Figure 5 presents different ways of handling the definition of possi-
ble locations of an event inside a sub-rectangle, for which the true location within the rec-
tangle remains unknown. If the polygon edges (Figure 5 top left) are used as a worst-case 
assumption of an otherwise spatially undefined source location, results for the exposed 
area can be overestimated. The effects of the choice of the event location within the sub-
rectangle on the affected area and the uncertainties derived from this will be quantified in 
the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 5. Possible positions of a source within a rectangle as input assumption for an assessment. 

Instead of using propagation modelling to determine the area exposed with received 
noise levels above a biological effect level, the calculation of exposed areas may be based 
on predefined effect ranges (distance of effect) [15] derived from observations, e.g., 12 km 
for mitigated pile driving and 20 km for non-mitigated pile driving, without taking noise 
classes into account. Consequently, quantitative results of exposed area will deviate be-
tween these approaches, which must be considered in impulsive noise assessments. 

If the exact location of the event is not available, but only the grid cell information, 
assumptions must be made about the source location to determine the exposed area. As 
an example, we selected four possible configurations depicted in Figure 5 and calculated 
the corresponding exposed areas. Results are presented in Figure 6. It can be concluded 
that the choice of the source location decisively determines the exposed area. In our ex-
ample, the exposed fractions of the considered areas range between 4 and 10%, with re-
spect to the area of the southern North Sea. These uncertainties need to be taken into ac-
count for a quantitative regional assessment using threshold values. If areal blocks have 
to be used as spatial input data, a standardization of the assessment could be represented 
by a worst-case scenario (according to the precautionary principle), where all locations in 
a polygon are set as source location. If value code classes have to be used for the estimate 
of source levels, a worst-case scenario could imply that the upper range of the value code 
level classes is used as source level. However, from a statistical point of view, the use of 
such worst-case approaches would lead to significant overestimations of exposed areas. 
We suggest preventing this by instead aiming at more detailed input data, which is veri-
fied by in situ measurements. 
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Figure 6. Change of exposed area depending on position description: ((yellow) complete rectangle, 
(green) lower left corner, (blue) centroid, (red) upper right corner). 

3.2. Case Study: Underwater Explosion Event in the Baltic Sea 
In the second case study, we focus on examining different input data to describe the 

noise source and its impact on the results for estimating noise exposed habitat areas. Our 
case study in the Baltic Sea concerns an underwater explosion, which occurred in the 
Stockholm Archipelago. A measurement campaign using explosion trials was performed 
in this region between April and May 2015 with TNT equivalent charge masses of 105 kg 
[16] detonated in variable water depth. These impulsive noise events were reported to the 
regional noise registry for the Baltic Sea (ICES) without disclosing the exact location of the 
events. The ICES noise registry contains several events of source type explosion in this 
region with information on the event date and the ICES sub-rectangle in which the source 
is located. These events were reported as explosions of the value code category “high”. 
The explosions were recorded by multiple hydrophones located at different depths (20 m, 
30 m, 50 m) and distances to the source towards the coast in the vicinity of the marine 
protection area (MPA) Huvudskär, a nearby Nature2000 site for grey seals (Halichoerus 
grypus). Table 5 summarizes a selection of the available measurement data as published 
in [16]. The exact positions of the measurements are, however, not known to the authors 
of this study. 

Table 5. Selection of reported measurement results with data from [16]. 

Explosion Depth  
m 

SPL  
dB re 1µPa 

SEL  
dB re 1µPa2s 

Distance  
km 

30 m 188.6 162.4 12.2 
50 m 177.1 154.4 15.2 

Unknown 167.3 146.6 16.4 
30 m 168.8 149.5 13.1 
20 m 172.7 150.3 16.8 
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In addition to information on the measurements as published in [16], we made use 
of publicly available information for the bathymetry with a maximum resolution of ap-
proximately 40 m × 40 m retrieved from EMODnet bathymetry [17]. The spatial infor-
mation for the extent of the marine protection area Huvudskär was retrieved from Natura 
2000 datasets [18]. Figure 7 shows the study region including the Huvudskär MPA site 
and impulsive noise events reported to the noise registry. 

The source locations of the explosion events were reported to the noise registry in the 
unit of ICES sub-rectangles only. Using this information for the assessment of affected 
habitat areas may therefore lead to a significant overestimation of the area affected by 
explosion noise when considering the entire rectangle as a potential source location. In the 
previous case study, we already addressed the uncertainty in estimating the affected hab-
itat areas due to uncertainties in the reported source location. Here, we aim at the analysis 
of uncertainties due to different information regarding the source description. Therefore, 
we fixed the event location arbitrarily at the centre of the ICES rectangle as indicated by 
the black triangle in Figure 7. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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Figure 7. (a) Map of the study region including the Huvudskär Natura 2000 site (hatched area), the 
explosion events reported to the noise registry (red rectangles) and the explosion location as selected 
for this study (black triangle); (b) bathymetry in the vicinity of the explosion location selected for 
this study (black triangle). 

The Natura 2000 site Huvudskär is located at a distance of approx. 16 km to the north-
west of the assumed source location for this case study. Its mean water depth is -31 m 
(max.: −110 m, min: +0.25 m). Another relevant MPA for the protection of grey seals is 
Gotska Sandön-Salvorey, located at a distance of approx. 38 km to the southeast of the 
assumed source location with a mean water depth of −31 m (max.: −81 m, min.: +0.35 m). 
The water depth in the source area is approximately 85 m. 

In order to determine the habitat area affected by the impulsive noise from the explo-
sion events for a particular species, bioacoustic (threshold) criteria must be available for 
the calculation of the effect range associated to each source. In our test case, we arbitrarily 
set the bioacoustic threshold for the SEL to 164 dB re 1 µPa2s, as this value is designated 
as the lower limit for the reporting requirement of impulsive noise events for explosions 
according to TG Noise Guidance Part 3 [4]. For the estimation of the influence of the source 
information on the estimated effect range of the explosion noise, we compared an ap-
proach for the explosion event source description as published by the EU and an alterna-
tive source description derived from empirical observations. 

In the first approach, we follow TG Noise Guidance on the description of the explo-
sion source for the assessment of the proportion of the affected seal habitat area. Part 3 of 
the TG Noise Monitoring Guidance [4] considers explosions to be categorized from very 
low to very high, based on the “TNT equivalent charge mass” associated with an energy 
source level ESL. Table 6 summarizes the value code classes used for reporting to the noise 
registry for the source type explosions according to the explosion charge mass and the 
corresponding energy source level. The explosion studied in this test case has an equiva-
lent TNT charge of 105 kg, which is assigned to the noise registry value code category 
“high”. Following the procedure of energy source level estimation described in the TG 
Noise Monitoring Guidance Part 3 [4] (formula 7 and 8 therein), this explosion charge 
corresponds to an energy source level of 251.2 dB re 1 µPa2m2s. 

Table 6. Source description according to TG Noise Guidance for the classification of explosion noise 
with data from [4]. 

Value Code Category 
Eq. TNT Charge Mass 

kg 
ESL  

dB re 1 µPa2m2s 

Very low 
0.008 kg 210.0 
0.210 kg 224.2 

Low 
0.220 kg 224.4 
2.10 kg 234.2 

Medium 
2.11 kg 234.2 
21 kg 244.2 

High 
22 kg 244.4 

210 kg 254.2 

Very high above 210 kg 254.2 

Test case 105 kg 251.2 

The noise registry does usually neither collect nor provide spectral information on 
the reported noise events. Additionally, for the explosions studied here, no information is 
available on this aspect. In addition to the information detailed in Table 5, Andersson [16] 
provides information on the frequency distribution representative for the measurements 
of the explosion events. For the description of the shock wave and the pressure wave, we 
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derived an idealized estimate for the noise spectrum based on the descriptions of TNO 
2014 [19] and Andersson [16]. Figure 8 shows these idealized frequency distributions used 
for our explosion event. 

 
Figure 8. Idealistic frequency distributions assumed for the description of the shock wave and the 
pressure wave of an explosion event. 

For analyzing the variation in the estimated effect ranges of explosion noise due to 
different choices of sound propagations formulas, we tested and compared a total of four 
variants, namely a shallow water propagation with the classical 15·log r law, a deep water 
model with 20·log r law and the empirical model (formula (1) in comparison with results 
from a numerical propagation calculation by Andersson [16]). Due to the bathymetry var-
iations, we additionally applied the cut-off frequency to all propagation models using a 
sound-reflecting bottom for convenience. 

Figure 9 shows results for the SEL versus distance to the source location of the explo-
sion, using the different propagation formulas and the numerical propagation calculation 
of the event determined by Andersson [16]. The SEL was calculated by using the deter-
mined 1 m energy source level (ESL) according to Table 6. Further, the bathymetry profiles 
used in this approach and used in the modelling of Andersson [16] are depicted in Figure 
9. Bathymetry data used in this study (green line) was retrieved from EMODnet data and 
collected along the direct path from the source to measurement point. The bathymetry 
profiles differ in their resolution, but on average and in certain areas of strong water depth 
variations are in good agreement. Solid lines show results for the distance dependent SEL 
taking the bathymetry into account by using a corresponding cut-off frequency, while 
dashed lines show results without bathymetry adaptions. The different colours refer to 
the respective formula used to determine the results as indicated in the figure labels. 
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Figure 9. Modelled SEL versus distance to the explosion source location in the direction of measure-
ment locations taking the bathymetry (via the cut-off frequency) into account (solid lines) and ne-
glecting bathymetry (dashed lines). The different colours refer to the propagation formula used to 
determine the SEL according to the labels. The water depth used in this study from georeferenced 
data used to calculate the cut-off frequency for the propagation estimates illustrated by the solid 
lines is shown in green. Results of numerical calculations presented with data from Andersson [16] 
including the water depth are shown in grey, where the thin grey lines depict the spread of the 
transmission loss predictions. 

For all sound propagation formulas tested, we find an offset of at least 10 dB between 
the measured data and the results obtained by using the source description based on the 
ESL in 1 m distance to the source. These differences likely arise due to the physics of ex-
plosions, which describes near-field and far-field effects in different ways. According to 
these clear deviations between the calculated and measured levels according to the first 
approach, significant uncertainties may arise in estimated effect ranges and therewith in 
affected habitat areas. 

In a second approach, we used an empirical formula for the description of the source 
strength from Soloway and Dahl [20] given by the following: 𝑆𝐸𝐿 = 219 + 6.14 log 𝑊 ∙ 𝑅𝑊 . , (2) 

where SEL denotes the sound exposure level in dB re 1µPa2s, R denotes the measurement 
range in meters and W is the charge weight in kg TNT. This formula was determined 
empirically by means of explosion experiments performed in shallow water of 15 m water 
depth, using measurement distances from 165 m to 950 m and TNT equivalent weights 
from 0.3 to 6.1 kg. This empirical formula was selected for the comparison here since esti-
mated SEL values derived by this formula were reported [21] to be in good agreement 
with other measurements of explosions in the order of magnitude of the TNT equivalents 
considered here, also agreeing with well with empirical formulas derived by Cole [22]. 

The process of an explosion is strongly nonlinear up to a sufficient distance to the 
source. This distance generally depends on the explosive charge. According to Ainslie 
[23], non-linearities may be neglected for the physical description of the water column 
perturbations for distances of 5000 multiplied by the charge radius, which is given by αexp 
= (3W/4πρ ) / ) with the mass density of the TNT charge of ρ = 1520 𝑘𝑔/𝑚 . This 
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requirement is met for our explosion example. Thus, we determined the SEL of the explo-
sion charge mass of 105 kg TNT equivalent at a reference distance of 1000 m as alternative 
source description. Table 7 summarizes the value code classes using formula (2) according 
to the explosion charge mass and the corresponding SEL in a distance of 1000 m to the 
source location. According to formula (2), we obtain an SEL of 192.9 dB re 1µPa2s for our 
case study explosion. 

Table 7. Source description according to formula (2) obtained for a distance of 1000 m to the source 
for the classification of explosion noise. 

Value Code Category TNT Mass g/kg 
SEL (1000 m)  

dB re 1 µPa2s 

Very low 
8 g 166.6 

210 g 175.6 

Low 
220 g 175.8 

2.10 kg 182 

Medium 
2.11 kg 182 
21 kg 188.4 

High 
22 kg 188.5 

210 kg 194.8 

Very high above 210 kg 194.8 

Test case 105 kg 192.9 

For the analysis of the variability in effect range estimates due to the different choice 
for the source description, we compare the modeled results of the distance-dependent SEL 
from both approaches with the published measurement results. Figure 10 presents the 
comparison between the modeled results for the SEL versus distance to the source location 
from both approaches with the measurements and with the numerical calculations as pub-
lished in [16] (grey curve), which were derived from an extensive study of the noise prop-
agation using a PE model considering bathymetry and velocity profiles. Note that the 
near- and far-field propagation of the explosion are handled in different ways. These nu-
merical results agree well with reported measurements (red dots) and serve as reference 
for the model fit obtained by using the two approaches tested in this study. The compari-
son shows that results of the empirical modelling and the numerical modelling achieve 
comparable results when using the alternative source description from the second ap-
proach using formula (2); further, the second approach tends to reproduce the measure-
ments better than the results obtained with the first approach. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of modelled SEL over distance from both approaches with measurement 
results and with numerical results as published in [16]. For both approaches, the same formula (1) 
and bathymetry was used for the noise propagation modelling. The blue solid line shows the result 
obtained by using the first approach for the source description according to TG Noise Guidance Part 
3. The blue dashed line shows the result obtained by using the second approach according to for-
mula (2). Results of the numerical calculations with data from Andersson’s [14] including the ba-
thymetry used are shown in grey. 

For an overview of the estimated habitat affected by the explosion noise, Figure 11 
illustrates the spatial distribution of the modeled distance-dependent SEL mapped to the 
source area of the explosion event in the Stockholm Archipelago. For the assessment of 
adversely affected and unaffected habitat area, we used the bioacoustics criteria of an SEL 
to 164 dB re 1 µPa2s as described above. Thus, the estimated effect range of explosion noise 
according to the second approach for the source description and the propagation model-
ling with formula (1) was found to remain outside the nearby Huvudskär Marine Protec-
tion Area (hatched). It should be noted that the use of simpler propagation models, such 
as 15 log r or 20 log r laws are rather imprecise for a detailed spatial assessment and pose 
a disadvantage for a reliable determination of the percentage of affected habitat areas, as 
shown in the additional map views of noise exposure levels in the Appendix B. 
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Figure 11. Sound exposure level map using formula (1) with consideration of the bathymetry and 
source description according to formula (2). 

The first approach for the source description according to an energy source level at a 
distance of 1 m to the explosion source, while reasonable, has two major drawbacks. A 1 
m source level is not a measurable quantity in most cases, and with the focus on far-field 
sound propagation, a description of the source outside the near-field yields more accurate 
results. In this test case, it has been demonstrated that simple propagation models accom-
panied by an appropriate description of the source can be used to represent the far-field 
sound propagation sufficiently well in comparison to published measurement results and 
comprehensive numerical modelling results. 

For the source description, we used the empirical formula (2) that was derived from 
measurements of explosion experiments. Since measurements at a certain distance pro-
vide the basis for this empirical source description approach, it would be possible to also 
report on measurement results of explosion noise to the regional noise registry and use 
these results to determine their value code category. This would have the advantage that 
explosions for which technical abatement measures, such as bubble curtains, were applied 
could be classified and reported correctly to the noise registry. Results of our study sug-
gest that this option should be developed in a revision of the TG Noise Guidance of 2014 
for the improvement of the noise registry and the assessment accuracy. 

If regions in the near field of an explosion need to be considered for the protection of 
the marine environment, a different descriptive metric may have to be used. 

3.3. Case Study: Airgun Array in the Mediterranean Sea 
In our third case study, we analyze a possible handling of an assessment regarding 

impact on the nearby habitats of noise sensitive species when an insufficient reporting of 
impulsive noise events occurs. The study region for this test case is located in the Ligurian 
Sea of the Mediterranean Sea. The analyzed impulsive noise events took place in the year 
2002. Multiple whale-watching companies noticed and reported the absence of fin whales 
(Balaenoptera physalus) for a period of 2 months in 2002. This absence of the species could 
be correlated with typical airgun array noise observed at measurement locations in the 
Ligurian Sea [24]. The measurements were used to derive the position of the sound source, 
which was determined to be near the French Îles d’Hyères outside Toulon [24]. Figure 12a 
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shows the study region for this test case and the locations of the measurement positions 
and the estimated source location. Since the regional noise registries under the MSFD were 
implemented after the year 2015, this impulsive noise activity in 2002 was not reported to 
any noise registry; thus, more detailed information on the activity and the source location 
are not publicly available. Compared to the case studies for the North Sea and the Baltic 
Sea, the environmental setting and the bathymetry of the study region are significantly 
more complex. The distance range between the events and the measurement locations is 
significantly higher (more than 250 km) and the water depth ranges from -80 m to -3500 
m. Despite these differences in the environmental boundary conditions, the same ap-
proach as in the previous test cases was used to evaluate the test case. However, the input 
parameters and bioacoustic thresholds were adapted to the local conditions. 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. (a) Bathymetry in the study area between source (black triangle) and measurement loca-
tions in the Ligurian Sea (blue dots). (b) Idealistic frequency distribution used for the source de-
scription of the airgun array. 

The event was defined as a point source in front of the isles of “Îles d’Hyères”. The 
bathymetry of the region was derived from a publicly available dataset from EMODnet 
[17], and is shown in the colour map in Figure 12a. A generic frequency distribution of an 
airgun array was used as shown in Figure 12b. For this test case, neither information on 
the source strength of the airgun array nor on the frequency distribution are available. 
Therefore, three source strengths according to [3] were considered, comprising a source 
level in the value code class very low (ESL of 186 dB re 1 µPa2m2s), with values according 
to TG Noise Guidance Part 2 [3] and, additionally, source levels in value code classes low 
and medium. 

For the propagation model, four standard approaches (10 log with surface duct, 15 
log r law, formula (1) and 20 log r law) were used. In the absence of more detailed bioa-
coustic thresholds (frequency distribution and level values) in relation with regional ceta-
ceans, the bioacoustic threshold was chosen here as 110 dB re 1 µPa2s to be in line with 
typical sound levels of ocean background noises at different frequencies, e.g., Urick [25]. 

Figure 13 shows results of the analysis for the sound propagation using a 15-log at-
tenuation law in (b), and using a 10-log attenuation law with a surface duct in (a). As 
expected, using the 10-log attenuation law with a surface duct yields a significantly slower 
decline in noise levels with propagation distance than the use of the 15-log law. Within 
the surface duct (or layering), the pressure loss is slower and effect ranges based on bioa-
coustics criteria thus extend over significantly larger distances. At the location of the ob-
servational site, the estimations of received noise levels differ by more than 60 dB, with 
the level using the 15-log law being close to typical background noise levels of approx. 
110 dB. Further, Figure A6a,b in Appendix C shows propagation modelling results based 
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on a ESL of 216 dB re 1 µPa2m2s and 226 dB re 1 µPa2m2s, respectively, which refer to the 
central value of the noise registry class ranges “low” and “medium” (cf. Table 1). These 
results emphasize that a solid estimation of sound propagation in the affected sea regions 
requires a good knowledge of regional acoustic properties in addition to a precise source 
description. In this case, knowledge of the depth at the source and the stratification in the 
water column of the sea region is essential. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Pressure map due to an airgun array in the Mediterranean Sea using a 10-log law with a 
surface duct in (a) and using a 15-log law in (b). 

To determine the impact of this noise event on the fin whale habitat, the Potentially 
Useable Habitat Area (PUHA) [26] was used for the assessment and a corresponding da-
taset of PUHA in the study area was retrieved. This PUHA dataset includes information 
on the probability of the occurrence of seven different marine mammal species, including 
fin whales. The project area was divided into grid cells of approximately 14 × 18.5 km in 
size. The probability of species occurrence within the habitat is influenced by abiotic fac-
tors such as water depth and seafloor slope and was augmented by sighting data [26]. 
According to the data, fin whales tend to stay in deeper water as shown in Figure 14. The 
results of the noise propagation were combined with the probability of presence for the 
assessment of noise disturbance of fin whales. 

 
Figure 14. Probability of fin whale presence using data for potentially usable habitat areas as pub-
lished in [26]. 
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Figures 15 and 16 show results of the propagation model combined with the PUHA 
dataset for the target species, fin whales, representing the probability of presence of the 
species in the specific area. Again, the bioacoustic criteria for a disturbance of this species 
was defined as being equivalent to a typical background noise level of 110 dB due to the 
lack of a scientifically validated bioacoustic threshold for fin whales [25]. The results for 
the received noise levels across the study region mapped onto the same spatial grid format 
of the PUHA dataset. A (spatially) averaged sound pressure level was derived for each 
grid cell. The probability of fin whale presence was divided into five classes: the higher 
the probability of a sound pressure level being above 110 dB, the higher the likely disturb-
ance to the species. Sound pressure levels below 110 dB were classified as not disturbing 
for fin whales, and are shown as green-colored regions. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Potentially usable habitat probability for cetaceans exposed due to an airgun array (ESL 
=186 dB re 1 µPa2m2s) event, with an exposure threshold 110 dB in using a 15-log law in (b), and a 
10 log with a surface duct in (a). 

Figure 15 panel (a) shows results for the noise propagation using a 10-log law and a 
surface duct for an airgun source in the noise registry class “very low”. Results in panel 
(a) under the assumption of a low transmission loss due to a surface channel indicate a 
high likelihood that the entire habitat area of this species would be disturbed due to the 
slow decrease in sound pressure level. Hence, we find that by assuming an ESL of 186 dB 
re 1 µPa2m2s, the impulsive sound event could only be measured at the measurement lo-
cations in the Ligurian Sea (cf. Figure 12a) for a sound propagation loss according to the 
10-log law with surface channel. However, based on a numeric study on the estimation of 
regional sound propagation for this test case performed in [27], a log 20 attenuation law 
was found to represent the noise propagation across the corresponding transmission path 
better than a lower transmission loss. Assuming an airgun source in the lowest noise reg-
istry class in combination with a transmission loss of about log 20 would thus not explain 
the reported absence of the fin whales in the study region. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Potentially usable habitat probability for cetaceans exposed due to an airgun array event 
with an exposure threshold 110 dB, using a 20-log law (a) with ESL= 216 dB re 1 µPa2m2s and (b) 
with ESL = 226 dB re 1 µPa2m2s. 

Figure 16 shows results for the noise propagation using a 20-log law for an airgun 
source in the noise registry class “low” in panel (a) and “medium” in panel (b). Under the 
condition of an observability of the event at the measurement locations and the absence 
of fin whale sightings, the source strength of the airgun event would be expected to lie 
within the range of the noise registry class “medium”, assuming a 20-log law for the trans-
mission loss. The analysis of PUHA here allows for a more accurate estimation of the pro-
portions of disturbed habitat areas for a certain species due to a specific source location 
and source description. 

4. Discussion 
In this study, we analyzed the accuracy in the determination of exposed habitat areas 

based on data from regional noise registry using three different case studies. The common 
basis for these regional assessments of impulsive anthropogenic noise input and the re-
sulting risks for biological effects is the monitoring information, which is collected annu-
ally as part of mandatory national reporting and made publicly available in the regional 
noise registries. Thus, the underlying data used for these assessments are open data, 
which make the assessment results comprehensible and reproducible. From this point of 
view, the MSFD monitoring concept for impulsive noise allows large-scale and recurring 
assessment, on the basis of which the respective achievement of environmental objectives 
of EU Member States can be assessed and monitored transparently. As pointed out earlier, 
the data framework for the assessment (including data structure, level of detail and accu-
racy) was defined in the form of a standardized data format, with limitations in the 
amount and type of information reported. Against the background of the newly estab-
lished quantitative threshold values for impulsive noise under the MSFD, quantitative 
regional assessments will be conducted for the upcoming MSFD cycles. Based on the re-
sults of the case studies analyzed in this study the currently implemented noise registries 
enable the quantification of adversely affected habitats in which noise exposure has the 
potential to cause various types of impacts. Particularly relevant for a risk assessment for 
impulsive noise from sources listed in the noise registries is a cumulative assessment in 
conjunction with biological criteria for the risk of injury from noise input, as well as bio-
logical criteria for the risk of disturbance to marine life. The case study results confirmed 
that the lack of accuracy present in several parameters of the noise event data within re-
gional noise registries has a significant influence on the quantification of exposed habitat 
areas. For a precise quantitative assessment, the area impacted by noise disturbances must 
be quantified as accurately and reliably as possible. 

In our first case study, we investigated uncertainties in the estimation of impacted 
areas solely induced by the structure of the data basis, in particular by the allowed margin 
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for parameters reported to the noise registry. Such uncertainties need to be addressed and 
delineated transparently in an assessment. The known presence of the tolerated reporting 
margins poses an obstacle to the clarity of the assessment results. However, the clarity of 
these results can be achieved by the following measures: (1) Defining binding and trans-
parent conventions for a standardized handling of such margins would constrain the re-
sult range. (2) Increasing the proportion of precise data reporting, including voluntary 
additional information on the noise events, would also help achieve clarity of the results. 
Particularly valuable additional information concerns data on (spectral) source character-
istics and their sound intensity, as well as results from in situ measurements, so long as 
they were collected according to standardized and well-documented methods. (3) As a 
relevant follow-up measure, the data basis for the next MSFD cycle could be effectively 
improved by an acute call for the addition of these two information aspects within the 
framework of the national reporting of impulsive sound data. Thus, it is recommended to 
improve and complete the quality of the input data by reporting higher resolution data 
(e.g., exact positions of an event, information on the application and resulting noise abate-
ment of technical reduction measures) to the noise registries. Furthermore, it is recom-
mended to provide standardized frequency spectra via the noise registries to be used for 
the assessments of respective sound events. Such a standardized approach to characterize 
the sources would contribute to comparability in the determination of exposed areas. 

In our second case study, we focused on the examination of different input data to 
describe the sound source and its impact on the results for estimating noise exposure. The 
results show that the best possible source information, especially for far-reaching intense 
impulsive noise sources, is crucial for a quantitative assessment and that improving the 
source information (e.g., standardized frequency spectra, in situ measurement results) in-
creases the reliability in the impacted habitat areas. The impulsive sound input from ex-
plosions holds a special significance within the set of reported noise activities in the noise 
registry. The focus on disturbance of marine life, set for the other activities, does not suf-
fice for explosions. On the one hand, the intensity of this activity is particularly high com-
pared to the other impulsive sound generating human activities considered and, in par-
ticular, carries the risk of injury to marine life in a wider area around the source. On the 
other hand, the single explosion event itself is a transient event that has no significant 
temporal extent compared to other sound generating activities. Moreover, in the case of 
explosion, a physical distinction must be made between the near field with nonlinear pres-
sure disturbance and the far field with linear acoustic sound propagation. Due to the spe-
cial characteristics mentioned above, explosions may need a separate consideration in fu-
ture assessments, e.g., for the evaluation of effects close to the source. In order to effec-
tively improve the data basis for the next MSFD cycle, our case study shows the potential 
to use further empirical formulas for the description of the source strength, especially 
those that could be further verified and optimized by measurements for different regional 
sea areas in the future. In connection with this, it is advisable that measurement results 
from in situ measurements of the far-field sound input from explosions are reported to 
the regional noise registries and published for all marine regions. The application of the 
empirical formulas does not represent a considerable additional effort, so that the appli-
cation seems suitable for a regional assessment. As with the first case study on pile driv-
ing, there is a significant need to include the use of noise abatement methods in the re-
porting and to provide a source description for explosions. Effect ranges can be reduced 
significantly by technical measures. The neglect of such measures in the source descrip-
tion represents one of the most significant inaccuracies in the assessment with respect to 
intense events. In order to adequately reflect the effect of measures in the assessment, im-
mediate action should be taken to include them in the reporting concept. 

In our third case study, we considered an impulsive noise source event that was not 
recorded in the noise registry and estimated associated effect ranges and their overlap 
with nearby habitats of noise sensitive species. Despite considerable uncertainties in 
source strength and associated effect ranges, an estimation for the possible habitat area 
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impacted was enabled by a risk analysis based on the limited knowledge on the presence 
of a certain type of impulsive sound source and the knowledge of existing habitats. In the 
future, further gaps in the reporting of noise events have to be expected, both in terms of 
the completeness of occurred events and in terms of the description of the sources. For the 
purpose of achieving assessments that are as accurate and comprehensive as possible de-
spite these caveats, we may extend our common data basis with a sufficient number of 
detailed observations (e.g., far-field in situ measurements), serving the validation of as-
sumptions on source properties and effect ranges for all regions and sub-regions. 

In conclusion, (a) the present information in the registries was found to be suitable to 
be used to estimate impact on habitats, (b) the data completeness of the registries must be 
improved, (c) the separation of sources as proposed by the EU TG Noise (Table 2) suggests 
that different biological threshold criteria have to be set for different sources and (d) the 
test cases showed that it is possible to use simple propagation models to estimate first-
order effect ranges in shallow seas and deep oceans. The most important priorities for 
further improvement of the input data assembled in regional noise registries based on the 
results of the case studies analyzed here are as follows: 
− The increase in the reporting of events with higher resolution (e.g., exact geographic 

positions of an event instead of polygon based information); 
− The increase in the reporting details regarding the application of mitigation and 

abatement measures; 
− The integration of standardized frequency spectra for the description of the noise 

sources with the aim of achieving comparability when determining exposed habitats. 
It is further recommended to use standardized procedures, at least within the respec-

tive regional seas, to be able to produce comparable assessment results between habitats 
and reproducible assessment results between different years. The most important aspects 
for the standardization are as follows: 
− The further standardization of noise propagation calculations in combination with 

biological threshold levels, or the consideration of predefined effect range buffers; 
− The standardization of the usage of noise registry information for the source level 

estimation (e.g., using a precautionary estimate of source levels by considering the 
upper boundary of the value code classes as worst-case approximation of source lev-
els) or the improvement of source level information in the registry. 
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Appendix A 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure A1. (a) Value code per year within ICES polygons dataset; (b) Value code per year within 
ICES points dataset. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure A2. (a) Value code per year within INR-MED polygons dataset; (b) Value code per year 
within INR-MED points dataset. 
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Figure A3. Value code per year within EMODnet polygons dataset. 

Appendix B 

 
Figure A4.. Sound exposure level map using 20 log law with consideration of the bathymetry. 
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Figure A5. Sound exposure level map using 15 log law with consideration of the bathymetry. 

Appendix C 

(a) (b) 

Figure A6. Pressure map due to an airgun array in the Mediterranean Sea, using (a) 20 log with ESL 
= 216 dB re 1 µPa2m2s and (b) 20 log law with ESL = 226 dB re 1 µPa2m2s. 
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